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Abstract: The Freudian perspective restricted female unconscious desires to the subordinate role. Men 
were held superior based on anatomical principles. As they represented strong emotional stability 
whereas women represented weak emotional states for always being deprived of the anatomical 
construct men associated as power. Hence the issue of gender prejudice can only be overcome by 
incorporating the principles of Rasa Theory. These strong aspects are addressed through the women 
characters in Tennessee William’s plays Cat On The Hot Tin Roof and Summer And Smoke. In these plays 
the powerful women characters are able to evolve and exhibit strong personality traits contrary to 
Freudian perspective.  
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Introduction: The introduction of Freudian Psychoanalytic principles brought a wide spectrum for 
understanding the human desires. The approach followed by understanding the threefold domains of 
the mind. These were called Id, Ego and Super-Ego also called Conscious, Sub-Conscious and 
Unconscious. Among these the Unconscious became the designated ambassador for desires.  
 
These desires were not just confined to the procreating biological needs of pleasure. As it also comprised 
of pleasure induced acts that an individual fails to achieve in one’s daily routine consciously. However 
the deeper study of unconscious needs also developed conflicting concepts. The conflict was formed in 
unconscious desires that formed a hierarchical determination in the two sexes male and female. 
 
Wherein Male anatomy gained the symbolic representation of power. Whereas Women were 
subordinate being deprived of the symbolic power Men possessed. The result was a strong outbreak by 
the feminist writers. Pioneer among these was Simone De Beauvoir.  She opposed Freud’s theory of 
female unconscious demands that were referred to as Electra complex. 
 
 This concept implied that the female child was attracted towards the father. As she has a absence of 
male phallic symbol in her life. Thereby the absence leads to a sense of  
Inferiority referred to as castration complex. 
 

…In woman the inferiority complex takes the form of a shamed rejection of her femininity. 
It is not the lack of the penis envy it is only as a symbol of privileges enjoyed by boys. The 
place the father holds in the family, the universal predominance of males, her own 
education – everything confirms her in her belief in masculine superiority. (74 Second Sex) 

 
Even though the evaluation of the female perspective was justified on the male-centric principles. There 
is a need for change in the binary categorization for understanding the unconscious needs on a universal 
approach. By incorporating the Indian Aesthetic Approach of Rasa Theory this limitation can be 
overcome. 
  
In Rasa the whole process works on the general principles of psychoanalysis that is understanding 
human behavior for revealing the concealed desire that is the soul of pleasure. 
The key components that help in analyzing the human behavior are emotions. Based on Rasa process 
unlike the Freudian psychoanalytic method that is ambiguous in the realization of human desires. 
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The Rasa Theory follows a systematic order in understanding human behavior. It comprises of three 
chief levels of development. At the first level the initiation is followed by a stimulus called vibhava. The 
realization of the stimulus by an individual is called anubhava. Thereafter the inner self-awareness of the 
stimulus leads to a chain of transient emotion called Vyabhicari bhavas.  
 
Eventually the composition of these three elements brings out the key component as Stable emotion. 
The realization of these emotions leads to an experience of pleasure. In the components the transient 
emotions help in revealing the hidden unconscious desires. The principle can be associated with concept 
of Freudian slips. As both hold a short duration that comes naturally as a response to stimulus. Thereby 
revealing the desires of unconscious mind. 
 
Whereas the stable emotions comprise eight variations as Love (Srngara Rasa), Laughter (Hasya Rasa), 
Anger (Krodha Rasa), Disgust (Bhibhatsa Rasa), Sorrow (Karuna Rasa), Horror (Bhayanaka Rasa), 
Wonder ( Adhabhuta Rasa), Herioc (Veer Rasa). The Stable states comprise the universal binary 
categorization of strong and weak features that are common to mankind. Hence Rasa conceptually 
avoids gender demarcation. 
 
In this paper the strong perspective of women shall be analyzed through the works of Tennessee 
William’s Cat on The Hot Tin Roof and Summer and Smoke. This analysis shall be done with the purpose 
of understanding the Heroic and Wonder emotion. The heroic emotion in Rasa was represented by as 
act of courage  
 

Vira Rasa is produced by an energetic, determined unrelenting nature which is neither 
taken by surprise nor by confusion. It is to be well-acted by challenging words and by deeds 
showing courage, boldness and self confidence. (60 Adya Rangacharya) 

 
Freud described the fearless tendency psychologically through the concept of death drive or Thanatos. 
In his work Beyond Pleasure Principle, this instinct of self-destruction worked against man’s instinctual 
desire for survival called Eros. Thereby restricting the requirement of Eros for desire for bodies sexual 
needs. The cause of this condition as per studies was the external factors.  
 
These external factors referred to the demands of the civilization that lead to exerting participation of 
the conscious mind. Such tense conditions of exertion experienced by solders at wartime had put 
Thanatos in the forefront. As a result they have least association of elements of survival for themselves.     
 
In the play Cat On The Hot Tin Roof the character Maggie exhibits strong emotional resilience by her 
goal-oriented attitude towards the attainment of security in all aspects of life. Her emotional resilience 
can be analyzed at various level due to the hurdles that she faces. This involves her attempts to work on 
her weak bond with her spouse and her strong concern for financial security by her father in law’s 
inheritance.  
 
She exhibits this trait by incorporating other stable emotions as weapons of attack and defense 
simultaneously. The Heroic emotion initiates in Maggie due to her conflict with Gooper’s family. As the 
family intentionally generates a feeling of insecurity in Maggie by their unified teamwork.  
 
Thereby generating Agitation (Avega) in her due to her helplessness as a single unit counteracting their 
deceitful advances. She uses Laughter to reveal her Cruelty (Ugrata) towards Gooper’s kids by 
addressing them as “no Neck monsters”. “Yes it’s too bad because you can’t wring their necks if they’ve 
got no necks to wring! Isn’t that right honey” (18)  
 
Her defensive traits come to the forefront when she tries to bridge the past differences with her 
husband, Brick. With the objective to produce a biological child that could replace Gooper’s “no Neck 
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monsters” She advances by the use of her physical charms and by praising Brick’s glorified past. This is a 
conscious effort to Brick’s inner psychological wounds by the Emotion Love.   
However when their understanding is incomprehensible she employs the Karuna Rasa (Sorrow). She 
refers to herself as a “Cat on the Hot Tin Roof” thus exhibiting Fortitude (Dhriti). This reflects her tactful 
management of her negative energy at moments that are beyond her control. Thus her dominant 
emotion Anger does not manifest to the level of her self destruction. 
 
As a last resort Maggi expresses Dissimulation (Avahittam). This is noticed when she blatantly 
announces her non-existent pregnancy to the entire family. This false reinforcement brings things finally 
under her control. At one level her rivals, Gooper’s family are forced to prematurely surrender as Big 
Daddy claims the unborn child as heir of his estate.    
 
This goal attainment exhibits an involuntary release of Thrill (Romanca). She achieves this by 
controlling Brick’s drinking habits. Thereby proving herself as a stronger individual by achieving the 
impossible through the physical union with her husband. 
 

Oh, you weak people, you weak, beautiful people! – who give up with such grace. What you 
want is someone to – take hold of you. – Gently, gently with love hand your life back to 
you, like somethin’ gold you let go of. I do love you, Brick, I do! (Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 173)  

The emotion Wonder in Rasa is displayed at the discovery of the unbelievable. 
It is stimulated by the site of divine persons, by the (sudden) achievements of whatever 
desired, by going to parks, temples, and assemblies and by tricks and magic. (61 Adya 
Rangacharya) 

 
In psychoanalysis the emotion wonder was accounted to the conscious realization of demands of the 
unconscious. Thereby providing an understanding to an individual’s complex behavior. Hence Wonder 
is generated in an individual at the unexpected turn of events. In Summer and Smoke, Alma experiences 
wonder through her identity transformation. 
 
The initiation of wonder begins from her early childhood days. This is  evident by her attraction towards 
John’s carefree way of life. Her ability to understand his plight is due to the fact that John Jr. is a mirror 
image of her true inner self. Therefore her attempts to pacify and comfort John during her childhood 
days are endeavors to heal herself.  
 
However her psychological connect with John Jr. is confined to the spiritual level. Due to her rigid 
upbringing that hinders her evolution into a passionate woman. This confinement to the social norms 
produces agitation (avega) in her. That is evident in her stiff body language and occasional hysterical 
outbursts.  
 

Alma winemiller. Alma had an adult quality as a child and now, in her middle twenties, 
there is something prematurely more spinsterish about her. An excessive propriety and self 
consciously, is apparent in her nervous laughter; her voice and gestures belong to years of 
church entertainer  (135 Summer and Smoke) 

 
Thus reflecting the dominance of the superficial exterior over the passionate true self. With maturity 
there is reversal in the roles. As John Jr., as a doctor is able to diagnose Alma’s problem of doppelganger 
and also prescribe medicine for tranquilizing her mental agitation. These pills induce Intoxication 
(mada) thereby numbing her senses and her agitation (avega) to some extent.  
 

Alma: Those tablets work quickly. I’m already feeling drowsy. [She leans back with her eyes 
nearly shut.] I’m beginning to feel almost like a water lily. A water lily on a Chinese lagoon. 
(186 Summer and Smoke) 
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This treatment suppresses the wild inner self of Alma. As a result the superficial reinforces itself. This is 
evident when Alma exhibits fortitude (drhri) in her attempt to control John’s actions. In particular his 
scandalous elopement with Rosie by giving a forewarning to his father Dr. Buchanan. Although her true 
inner self is able to break through the superficial exterior when John confesses his dissociation with 
Alma’s exterior. Thereby helping her to focalize on her inner self that John was not able to access all 
throughout their interaction.  
 

John:… I’m more afraid of your soul than you’re afraid of my body. You’d have been as safe 
as the angel as the angel of the fountain- because I wouldn’t feel decent enough to touch 
you… (222 Summer and Smoke) 

 
Thus she awakens from her sleep (sutpa) by overcoming her hysteria while interacting with a stranger. 
By letting go of her inhibitions and experiencing a sense of true joy (harsa) at the victory of her true self 
miraculously.  
 

Alma rises from the beach. As she crosses to the fountain the grave mood of the play is 
reinstated with the phase of music. She faces the stone angel and raises her gloved hand in 
a sort of valedictory salute. Then she turns slowly about towards the audience with her 
hand still raised in a gesture of wonder and finality as… the curtain falls. (256 Summer and 
Smoke)  

 
Hence the application of Rasa as psychoanalytic method enables in the understanding the two sides of 
human behavior as progressive and regressive emotions. The progressive emotions like Heroic and 
Wonder have the ability to incorporate other stable emotions without loosing their essence. 

 
This strong resonating trait helps in understanding needs of unconscious desires when realized by these 
emotions. The understanding of desires is done on a universal scale without gender prejudice. Thereby 
promoting productive human behavior for harmonious growth of mankind in a united way.     
 
Appendix: Appendixes, if needed, appear before the acknowledgment. 
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